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Download the Simple AAC flyer and read through each of the strategies. 

Stick it somewhere you will see it every day – the fridge at home, the classroom wall, the SLT 
office, or the school reception! 

Share it with other people who work with the AAC learner.

1.1

The first strategy of Simple AAC is one of the best things you can do to help an AAC learner, 
and it’s a great place to start. 

Using the learner’s current AAC system, spend 5-10 minutes practicing the ‘Show’ strategy as 
you have a conversation. You could either practice this with an AAC learner, or with a family 
member, friend or colleague.

Simply point to symbols as you talk to model language. Don’t worry if you find this tricky at 
first. It’s a great reminder of how difficult it is for the AAC learner. Just remember that it will get 
easier the more you practice. 

If you don’t have access to any AAC, you can download the low tech Super Core to print off 
and practice with. (Choose from PCS, SymbolStix and Widget symbols). 

TASK: Show

S 1

Super Core low tech

SIMPLE AAC flyer

https://thinksmartbox.com/wp/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/Simple-AAC-Flyer-A4.pdf
https://thinksmartbox.com/wp/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/Super-Core-low-tech-PCS-SymbolStix-Widget.pdf
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Make a list of times during the next week when you could practice the ‘Show’ strategy each 
day. This might be bedtime, getting dressed, bath time, or a play activity such as bubbles or 
pretend play.

Then try to stick to it! Don’t worry if you make mistakes, or it takes you time to find the words – 
this just shows the AAC learner that this is okay!

2.0

We communicate for so many different reasons, and it it’s important that we teach our AAC 
learners lots of different reasons for using their AAC too. 

Take five minutes to think of as many ways as you can that you have used language so far 
today. (If you haven’t spoken to anyone yet, do this activity later!). Examples might be to ask a 
question, to share information, to ask for something. For more examples read the Simple AAC 
Language blog.

GET TO KNOW: Language
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Language blog

https://thinksmartbox.com/news/simple-aac-5-language/
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Think about the AAC learner you work with, and think of the things they say with their AAC. 
Make a list of the reasons they currently use their AAC. 

Compare this to the list that you made in 2.0 and identify which ones are missing.

2.2

Choose one reason for communicating that your AAC learner currently does not use. 

Write a list of activities or situations you could try to model (‘Show’) this language function in 
over the next week. Then do it! 

PRACTICE: Model a new reason for using language
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3.0

It is so important that AAC learners always have a way to communicate. Their AAC needs 
to be always available or they won’t be able to practice using it! For learners who use a high 
tech AAC device, there might be times when it’s better to have a low tech symbol board or 
communication book. A good example is bath time if the device isn’t waterproof!

Think about a typical day for your AAC learner, and when they have access to AAC. Make 
a list of times when they don’t have access to AAC. If you can think of any reasons why they 
don’t have it, then write that down too. This will help you to problem solve it later.

GET TO KNOW: Always available - is it?
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3.1

Choose one time during the day that the AAC learner doesn’t have access to their AAC. Think 
about how you could make sure they did have access to AAC. An example might be bath time, 
and the solution could be to print off a low tech symbol board to stick up on the wall in the 
bathroom. It could help to talk to other people who work with the AAC learner and try to come 
up with ideas together.

If the AAC learner does not already have low tech AAC, you can download a range of Super 
Core learning grids from our website to help get you started. 

TASK: Make it always available
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Learning grids

https://thinksmartbox.com/news/resources/low-tech-super-core-learning-grids/
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3.2

If there are still situations where the AAC learner does not have access to their AAC, they 
need to have a way to ask for it. If they don’t already, talk with other people who work with the 
learner each day, and agree on a way for the AAC learner to ask for their AAC. This could be 
a symbol on their wheelchair tray, on the classroom wall, or a wristband they wear and can 
look towards, or raise in the air – a way to say “I need my communication book” or “I need my 
communication aid” or simply “I have something to say”. 

PRACTICE: check it’s still available
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For more ideas of activities to get started with Simple AAC, read the blog series, or download the 
booklets.

Blog series SIMPLE AAC booklet Super Core and 
SIMPLE AAC booklet

https://thinksmartbox.com/wp/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/Super-Core-and-SIMPLE-AAC-booklet-web.pdf
https://thinksmartbox.com/wp/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/SIMPLE-AAC-booklet-web.pdf
https://thinksmartbox.com/news/simple-aac/introducing-simple-aac/

